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EDITORIAL

Editor’s Notes

As this academic year draws to a close, the
summer is upon us. Usually this would bring
festivals, holidays and so much more, but this
year it’s different. We would usually be flooding
the streets decked in rainbows, spreading
love and happiness. With pride celebrations
cancelled across the globe, we’re commending
all the amazing LGBTQ+ entertainment with this
magazine instead. Introducing our Pride issue, a
collaboration of works from LGBTQ+ writers and
straight allies, helping to educate us all and hold
the entertainment industry to account in respect to
homophobia, biphobia and transphobia.
In our pride issue, we cover as much as we can to
show the immense LGBTQ+ talent out there, from
our favourite comedians (p. 31), as well as how films
(p.22) and video games (p.26) portray LGBTQ+
storylines and individuals.
Our pullout this time focuses on summer
entertainment, and how to make the most of your
summer, with some podcast recommendations
(p.19), as well as how to host your own festival from
home (p.21) and our ultimate road trip playlists for
those socially distant trips to the seaside! (p.15)
Unfortunately, this is the final issue for the 201920 committee. Looking at The Edge’s work in the
past year, we’ve done some amazing things. We’ve
held our own under the pressure of lockdown, and
released seven issues, plus a collaboration issue
with our friends over at Wessex Scene. We recently
raised £500 for Yellow Door, a Southampton-based
charity, by streaming our gaming talents on Twitch.
We also hosted and organised some amazing
events, such as the Student Film Festival and our
annual Oscars Night celebrations. Our biggest
and best event, The Edgetival, was unfortunately
postponed due to the current global pandemic, but
will hopefully make an appearence in the future.
I would love to say a massive thank you to everyone
who has been involved in making this year so
great. From our writers who create such amazing
content, to the editorial team who polish everything
to make it magical, to those behind the scenes,
such as Morgan McMillan and Maddie Lock, who
have done so much towards raising the profile of
The Edge and preparing to launch The Edgetival.
I wish the new committee the best of luck, and I
know Morgan and her incredible team will smash
2020 out of the park.
Edge Love x
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Jack Nash, Editor 2019-20

Pride season is among us and here at The Edge we
want to celebrate and support the LGBTQ+ community
by putting their voices at the forefront of this magazine.
Pride is an important topic to discuss and delve into in
entertainment, with the growing political unrest that
affects our community we want to ensure everyone –
our readers and writers – know they have a safe place
at The Edge to freely exert their sexuality and gender.
The theme of pride is the perfect issue to introduce the
new committee of 2020/21, as our aim on committee
is to promote inclusivity and diversity amongst our
writers and readership. The aim to bring queer,
black, foreign and everything that is not mainstream
entertainment to light is what we want to promote in
our time as The Edge committee. This pride issue is
the start of everything we hope to accomplish, from
looking at appropriation of queer black culture (p. 11)
to bringing attention to underrated LGBTQ+ musicians
(p. 8). We will also be putting a stronger emphasis on
critical articles like the criticism of J.K. Rowling (p. 27).
But, don’t worry we aren’t all serious as we will be
bringing back satire articles, allowing writers to bring
comedy into their pieces.
So, sit back and relax as we make this pride
month better than ever before with our top-class
recommendations. Also, a big well done to outgoing
and incoming committee for creating one of our best
magazines to date!

Morgan McMillan, Editor 2020-21

THE
NEWS
BOX
NEWS

IN BRIEF
Grammys and Republic Record
drop the term ‘urban’ when
describing music created by
Black artists.
HBO’s Chernobyl leads
TV BAFTA Awards with 14
nominations. It now ties
with Killing Eve as the most
nominated show in the history
of the BAFTAs.
The Playstation 5 reveal
event showcased games
such as Godfall, Vampire: The
Masquerade, the new game by
Bloodlines 2 and Dead Space
writer Antony Johnston.
2011’s The Help, starring Viola
Davis, takes #1 spot on Netflix
despite the star’s criticism that
“it wasn’t the voices of the
maids that were heard”.

Guerrilla
Collective
host
livestream
in support of
Black Lives
Matter
SAM PEGG

NEWS

THE EDGE’S
ENTERTAINMENT PICKS
EDITOR

THE STREETS - NONE OF US ARE GETTING OUT OF THIS
LIFE ALIVE (10/07/2020)

The Streets have been personally responsible for one of the most
iconic tracks of the 00s with ‘Fit But You Know It’. After almost
a decade away from the studio, their next album is almost here.
The upcoming release features collaborations aplenty with tracks
featuring Tame Impala amongst others, this comeback album is
one to watch out for this summer!

RECORDS EDITOR
THE PSYCHEDELIC FURS - MADE OF RAIN (31/07/2020)
After a near 30 year absence from the music scene, The
Psychedelic Furs are finally back with their upcoming release,
Made of Rain. After being delayed several times due to COVID,
the record is FINALLY nearly here.

FILM EDITOR

THE OLD GUARD, DIR. GINA PRINCE-BYTHEWOOD
(10/07/2020)

Charlize Theron stars in Netflix’s latest action thriller, which sees
the Atomic Blonde actress lead a team of immortal mercenaries.
Based on the original graphic novel, Chiwetel Ejiofor, Kiki Layne
and Dudley from Harry Potter fill out the cast.

CULTURE EDITOR

HAMILTON - DISNEY+ (03/07/2020)

Lin-Manuel Miranda’s wildly popular musical and the biggest
theatre phenomenon of the last decade is finally landing on
Disney+ . The film version of the musical features all original
Broadway cast, including Miranda himself as the American
Founding Father, Alexander Hamilton.

LIVE EDITOR

FONTAINES D.C. - A HERO’S DEATH (31/07/2020)

Fontaines D.C. make the most addictive and energetic music.
With this album coming out in the middle of summer, it’s the
perfect time to celebrate the loud noise they will undoubtedly
make!

Following the death of George Floyd, the Guerrilla Collective decided to postpone their
indie showcase event that was due to run from June 6th-8th. However, noting how race
is an issue across all countries and industries, Guerrilla Collective took the time to try and
spark a time of reflection within the gaming community. They replaced their showcases
with a four hour live stream on June 7th to help “highlight Black voices in our industry,
dedicated exclusively to showcasing games created by Black developers, titles featuring
Black protagonists, and conversations with these creators”. It was a demonstration of
talent, passion and a wide network of Black content creators, proving a great way to
showcase the dedication and time that Black individuals have put into the thriving gaming
community, as well as giving them a platform to discuss their struggles within the industry.
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NEWS

NOSTALGIC NEWS
10 YEARS AGO

Janelle Monáe - The ArchAndroid was released
Connie Seamer

Janelle Monáe’s debut studio album, The ArchAndroid,
was released 10 years ago. Completing the second
and third suites of Monáe’s conceptual Metropolis
series, it follows the story of the android protagonist,
Cindi Mayweather, in her trials of love and war. With
its unique blend of soul, pop, R&B, funk, and even
cinematic scores, The ArchAndroid immerses listeners
in Monáe’s futuristic world, powerfully relaying messages
of love and hope. It received critical acclaim, gaining a
nomination for Best Contemporary R&B Album at the
Grammy Awards, and was voted number one on the
Guardian’s list of the top 40 albums of 2010. In the scifi setting of The ArchAndroid, androids represent the
marginalized communities of society – especially the
LGBTQ+ community. In her music, Monáe highlights
the oppression they face, portraying the feelings of those
who are made to feel like outcasts. The main story of the
album, Cindi Mayweather’s fictional forbidden romance
with Sir Greendown (a human), represents those kinds
of romances in our society that have been historically
forbidden; as Monáe sings in ‘Mushrooms & Roses’, ‘we’re
all virgins to the joys of loving without fear’.

5 YEARS AGO

Hayley Kiyoko -‘Girls Like Girls’ was released
Vicky Greer

Rising pop icon Hayley Kiyoko’s most well-known song,
‘Girls Like Girls’ was released five years ago, and still
remains a must-listen this Pride Month. The video, a love
story between two young women directed by Kiyoko
herself, quickly went viral and today has well over 100
million views. ‘Girls Like Girls’ didn’t go viral simply
because it’s a fantastic piece of pop perfection, nor did it go
viral just because lesbian narratives were still a novelty in
mainstream pop. No - ‘Girls Like Girls’ went viral because
it struck a chord with all of the young people that finally
felt represented in pop music, carried by the elementally
simple yet revolutionary lyrics “girls like girls like boys
do / nothing new”. This was the first time that Hayley
Kiyoko opened up about her sexuality in her music,
and it still elicits the same emotional response from fans
today. It was a turning-point in representation that paved
the way for queer musicians to express themselves in the
mainstream, and to this day Kiyoko uses her platform to
challenge heteronormativity and raise awareness of issues
faced by the LGBTQ+ community.

10 YEARS AGO

Neil Patrick Harris Became First Openly
Gay Man to Host the Academy Awards

Callum Nelmes
No matter your opinion on the Academy Awards, Neil Patrick Harris becoming the first openly gay host of the Oscars
ceremony 10 years ago was a significant moment for the LGBTQ+ community and for Hollywood in general. Harris’s
confidence and fearlessness on stage proved clear immediately, and he opened the ceremony with an upbeat musical
number that celebrated the magic and power of cinema. The fact that Harris was invited to host the biggest film
awards event following his public disclosure as gay in 2006 demonstrates a noticeable strive towards improving gay
representation and acceptance in Hollywood. During his time as Oscar host, Harris relayed an inspiring, widespread
message for the LGBT+ community to be proud of who they are and never to fear discrimination, making for an
important moment in the history of film and television.
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NEWS

NOSTALGIC NEWS
10 YEARS AGO

35 YEARS AGO

Georgie Holmes

Katie Evans

Will Grayson, Will Grayson was released

John Green is undoubtedly one of the most famous
authors of young-adult literature, particularly with
the fame that The Fault in Our Stars received. Will
Grayson, Will Grayson, co-written with David
Levithan, is a book that certainly doesn’t get the
attention that it deserves. With TFIOS and Paper
Towns being at the top of Green’s fame, this novel
is kind of forgotten about. Two teenagers with
the same name and live in different suburbs of
Chicago discover one another. Both have typical
traits of troubled teen characters in literature, but
the storyline is incredibly compelling. What makes
this book stand out is the form in which it was
written. Both authors took alternating chapters,
with Levithan writing the gay Will Grayson,
whilst Green took on the straight character. It’s
heartwarming, addictive, and you’ll miss spending
time with the characters once you’ve finished.

My Beautiful Laundrette was released

My Beautiful Laundrette, set amongst the socio-political
landscape of the mid-1980s, explores the complicated
relationship between the English and Pakistani
communities living in London during the Thatcher
years. As relevant now as it was when first released,
the film follows the life of young adult Omar (Gordon
Warnecke) and the unlikely romantic relationship he
forms with right-wing street punk Johnny (Daniel DayLewis). Both performances are incredible, and with the
emphasis on character relations rather than that of the
narrative, the film draws the audiences into the struggles
of what it means and feels to be an ‘outsider’. To this day,
35 years on, My Beautiful Laundrette can still be seen to
be at the forefront of homosexual representation in the
British film industry. Exploring not only issues of cultural
conflicts and gender inequality, the film also succeeds
in delving deep into the struggles of the working class
during Thatcherite Britain. The film seamlessly blends
the necessary discussion of both racism and homophobia
with the culture clash of British life. My Beautiful
Laundrette stands strong amongst all British films of the
80s as one which highlights the struggles millions face in
their day-to-day lives, daring to discuss that which many
wished to brush under the carpet.

5 YEARS AGO

Mika - No Place In Heaven was released
Becky Davies

Although he is best known for his debut album Life In Cartoon Motion, Mika’s entire discography is filled with the
cleverly-crafted lyrics and slick production that made us fall in love with him back in 2007; his fourth album No
Place In Heaven is no exception to this. Much of the album deals with his sexuality much more openly than ever
before. ‘Good Guys’, is a tribute to the queer heroes (such as Andy Warhol, Jean Cocteau and James Dean) that have
influenced him. He questions where these ‘good guys’ are now and how he himself is ‘hoping one day I could be so
bold’. Meanwhile, ‘All She Wants’ is a humorous take on having a mother who’s ideal life for her son would be to ‘get a
trophy wife that’s respectable/ to avoid any spectacle’, and ‘Good Wife’ voices the pain of falling in love with a straight
man. The album is an absolute triumph, with the perfect balance of upbeat singalong tracks (‘Rio’ and ‘Talk About
You’) and more heartfelt ballads (‘Hurts’ and ‘Last Party’; the latter being a tribute to Freddie Mercury).

Images courtesy of PENGUIN and Working Title Films
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WHY WE SHOULD STOP
CALLING
CALLIN
G STRAIGHT
ARTISTS QUEER ICONS
Judy, Barbara, Diana, Cher, Britney, Ariana. What do
these women all have in common?
They’re all queer icons.
But how many of them are actually queer?
Throughout LGBT+ history, many ‘queer icons’ have
been straight. Although these icons might be avid
supporters of the LGBT+ movement and are allies
to the community, it is time to question why straight
artists are considered gay icons, rather than gay
artists being considered queer icons.
Pride events have been criticised for not
championing queer artists. In 2019 Manchester
Pride was criticised for booking Ariana Grande as
the headliner, rather than an LGBTQ+ performer.
Grande is one of many straight celebs who fall
under the label ‘queer icon’ by the LGBTQ+
community. Having a straight artist headlining a
pride event unfortunately could lead to the event
losing its purpose, that is, celebrating the LGBTQ+
community. After booking Grande, prices to attend
Manchester Pride skyrocketed. People might
attend solely to see an artist perform, rather than
because they support the movement. Pride should
be an inclusive space for queer people to celebrate
their identities, and that includes supporting queer
performers. Rather than celebrate already popular
straight artists, the gay community should allow
smaller queer artists to perform in order to gain
more exposure within the community.

It is time for the LGBTQ+ community to stop
idolizing straight white people as queer icons. Any
artist can jump on a stage and wave a rainbow
flag. There are plenty of other artists that could be
supported instead. Hayley Kiyoko, Adam Lambert,
Janelle Monáe, and Troye Sivan are all examples
of LGBTQ+ artists who authentically speak to the
LGBTQ+ experience.
I am not saying that queer people shouldn’t support
straight celebs. Many of them work tirelessly to
support the LGBT+ community and help to spread
a positive message of love and inclusivity with
their huge platforms. However, I do think it is time
that straight celebrities are no longer seen as
queer icons. Nick Jonas shouldn’t be on the cover
of OUT magazine just because he’s attractive.
Ariana Grande shouldn’t headline Pride events just
because she’s an ally.
It is time for queer icons to actually be queer.

JEMIMA MANN

The fetishization of straight white celebrities
doesn’t end at the music industry. Two gay icons,
Freddie Mercury and Elton John, were recently
immortalised in film, in Bohemian Rhapsody (2018)
and Rocketman (2019). In both films, the flamboyant
gay men were portrayed by straight actors, Rami
Malek and Taron Egerton. Bohemian Rhapsody in
particular was criticised for de-queering Mercury’s
life, focusing on his relationship with an ex-girlfriend
over his gay relationships. Perhaps if more gay
people had been involved in the production of the
film, then a greater importance would have been
placed on the portrayal of a gay icon on screen.
There are many gay actors out there who should
have been allowed to portray these gay icons.
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CLOSER TO THE EDGE:
EDGE:
OUR FAVOURITE
UNDERRATED LGBT+
ARTISTS

Even if Pride Month is going to be a little different this
year, it’s still massively important that we support artists
in the LGBTQ+ community, especially those that might
fly under the radar a bit more than others. Here are
some of our writers’ suggestions of LGBTQ+ artists that
you should definitely check out.

ISAAC DUNBAR:

Isaac Dunbar is a great reflection of all the good things the
music industry has to offer. The teen pop-sensation has
already signed to RCA Records and his creativity, positivity
and confidence in his own identity and self-expression is
so refreshing to see. At only seventeen years old, Dunbar
has already released 2 EPs full of emotive songs that are
incredibly self-aware. Even at such a young age, Dunbar
is able to express his feelings and touch upon important
topics in a sensitive but tasteful way. An example of his
talent is the deeply infectious single ‘Makeup Drawer’ that
features on the isaac’s insects EP. The song sees Isaac
open up about his battle with internal homophobia and
details his journey to self-acceptance. Isaac is definitely
destined for great things and will continue to blossom as
he establishes himself further in the pop scene. Catchy
lyricism, vulnerability and alternative beats set Isaac apart
from many of his musical peers and make him an artist you
should be paying attention to.
CHARLOTTE BRENNAN

TRIXIE MATTEL:

When you think of music created by members
of the drag community, I bet you’re thinking
of catchy house-pop autotuned bangers
like Rupaul’s ‘Covergirl’. However, with
the works of Brian Firkus, aka Trixie
Mattel, you could not be further from
the truth. Calling on the emotional
scars of a disturbed upbringing,
finding escapism in the art of drag
and bringing his troubles to his music,
there’s something harrowing to it.
The country genre often does
show signs of hardship; take
the works of Dolly Parton, upon
much of which the character of
Trixie Mattel is based. Tracks like
‘Jolene’ and ‘9 to 5 might seem
jolly at first but have deeper hidden
meanings. The same can be said with
Mattel’s work, with her opening track of
her debut album Two Birds, ‘Mama Don’t
Make Me Put on the Dress Again’, setting
much of the tone. The appalling story of
being shamed for being gay may not initially
leak through on a first listen, however it does set

RECORDS

the tone for one of the few LGBT+ country stars out there’s
work.
JACK NASH

BIG FREEDIA:

“Bitch, I’m back by popular demand”, the phrase that let
us know Big Freedia is “that Bitch”. She is the ‘Queen of
Bounce’ popularising the new genre of hip-hop in the 90s,
and has gained the attention of great stars like Beyoncé
and Lizzo. However, the diva has not gained the attention
she deserves. She slays the underground gay club and
drag scene with iconic tracks like ‘Karaoke’ ft. Lizzo and
‘Rent’, both massively high energy tracks that make you
wanna get down. Although Big Freedia has been slaying
the music industry for over 20 years, she is not getting
the recognition she deserves in comparison to the stars
she’s collaborated with. Big Freedia has popularised the
music that has enabled stars like RuPaul to keep creating,
however unlike RuPaul, Big Freedia’s following is still small
and she is only starting to get the respect she rightfully
deserves. If you need to boost your pride mood, put some
Big Freedia on and give the Queen some respect!
MORGAN MCMILLAN

MOSES SUMNEY:

Evading a singular genre definition, Moses Sumney’s
work explores intimacy and identity by engaging with our
society’s obsession with falling in love. His first full-length
album, Aromanticism (2017), is a direct expression of his
romantic orientation. An aromantic person is defined as
someone who does not experience romantic attraction
and the album, as explained by Sumney in a Tumblr post,
“seeks to interrogate the idea that romance is normative
and necessary.” In a world which positions romance as
essential to a happy and successful existence, his work
transgresses boundaries which, even in the mainstream
LGBT community, few artists willingly cross. Many
artists continue to focus on themes of love, equating
lovelessness with loneliness, and this view is explicitly
criticised and explored throughout his body of work.
With influences from soul to alternative jazz, his work is
contemporary and dynamic, and a refreshing break from
the dominating amatonormative music out there. His
second studio album, grae, was released in full earlier this
year to significant critical acclaim.
EZRA WOODGER

Image courtesy of Trixie Matel, Moving Parts
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LGBTQ+ REPRESENTATION
IN HIP-HOP

Hip-hop is a genre that is heavily linked with
hypermasculinity and heteronormative sensibilities.
Regardless, at the turn of the century we began to
see a rise of LGBTQ+ artists transforming the hiphop scene such as Big Freedia, Deep Dickolletive,
Le1f and Mykki Blanco. Hip-hop is not a genre that
is typically accepting of homosexuality but, through
the rise of homo-hop in the early 2000s, queer hiphop artists are beginning to hit the mainstream.
From Frank Ocean to Lil Nas X to Syd the Kyd,
hip-hop has evolved into a genre that finally has a
space for the LGBTQ+ community.
The beginnings of hip-hop already explain why
there is a growing movement of LGBTQ+ artists
within the scene, with the genre being used as a
tool embraced by African Americans and Latinos to
freely express their discontent with the racism and
prejudice of American society. These two themes
interlink with the way many black queer rappers
today are discussing their sexuality, with artists
such as Kevin Abstract who, in his works both with
Brockhampton and as a solo artist, speaks of his
experience being black and gay in America. The

way Abstract raps on tracks such as ‘Junky’ and
‘Star’ is powerful as he expresses his sexuality the
same way heterosexual rappers of the nineties did,
by freely rapping about his sexual exploits, which
is typical for the works of a heterosexual rapper.
You can see this when comparing Abstract’s work
to that of rapper Syd the Kyd’s, especially with the
track ‘Body’, where she flaunts her homosexuality
and talks about sex the same way that 2Pac does
in ‘’Temptations’. When comparing the beats of the
two songs, they are completely different, but the
way in which they discuss sex is the same, showing
that LGBTQ+ rappers are able to fully immerse
themselves into the hip-hop genre just as straight
artists have done before them.
As iLoveMakonnen stated “we are finally starting
to see queer men celebrated in the genre”; this is
most apparent through the growth of hip-hop in the
drag scene. Artists such as Mykki Blanco, Le1f and
Zebra Katz are drag queens who use their femininity
and gender ambiguity as tools to further push the
boundaries of the hip-hop genre. Sampling tracks
is common in hip-hop, as seen in Kanye West’s
‘Gold Digger’ which samples Ray Charles’ ‘I Got a
Woman’. The drag scene does the exact same by
sampling Paris Is Burning and borrowing beats from
ballroom music, which even the ‘queen of drag’
herself RuPaul has become famous for doing.
The acceptance of the LGBTQ+ community in hiphop owes its thanks to the Deep Dickollective,
formed by Juba Kalamka, Tim’m T. West and Phillip
Atiba Goff. They began working together after
finding that, due to their homosexuality, they were
given less opportunities as MC’s, motivating them
to dominate the LGBTQ+ rap/homo-hop scene in
the early 2000s. The amazing thing about this
group is that they stick to typical hip-hop roots with
their aggressive and boisterous sound. However,
they make clear their sexuality doesn’t fit with
the masculine nature of hip-hop, most evident in
tracks ‘Butchqueen’ and ‘For Colored Boys’. Black
queer artists have built a space for all LGBTQ+
individuals in the hip-hop scene, and this should
not be forgotten. After all, a black transgender
woman, Marsha P. Johnson, is the leading symbol
of our community’s freedoms.

MORGAN MCMILLAN
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FROM ‘ZIGGY STARDUST’ TO THE
‘THINWHITE DUKE’

David Bowie’s longevity exists beyond just his
influential discography, contributing significantly in
the British music industry’s style and image. Often
remembered for his lightning bolt face paint, bright
red spiky hair and chunky boots, his artistry remains
distinct in the minds of millions of people across the
globe.
Having begun his musical career originally as David
Jones, the more generic name was matched with an
equally generic appearance of an office-like suit and
tie. Once he had rebranded himself as Bowie and
began creating personas, his style followed in an
innovative way. 1972 saw the iconic Ziggy Stardust
persona and with it, one of the most highly regarded
albums of all time - The Rise and Fall of Ziggy Stardust
and the Spiders From Mars. Continuing on from his
breakthrough hit ‘Space Oddity’ Bowie continued the
otherworldliness of space and alien life through his
Ziggy alter-ego, a messenger for extraterrestrial life.
Furthermore, Ziggy Stardust was characterised by his
bisexuality and androgyny, which became Bowie’s
staple for years. Fans of David Bowie arrived at his
shows dressed in similar Ziggy style, seeing him as the
ultimate rock n roll ‘Starman’ for a new era. Beyond its
significance in the 1970s, the album has since been
preserved by the National Recording Registry for being
“culturally, historically, or artistically significant”. It is no
exaggeration to claim that Ziggy Stardust brought all
of this and continues to for generations beyond his
initial audience.
Due to the increasing intensity of his Ziggy Stardust
alter ego, Bowie shifted into the next persona of
Aladdin Sane, accompanied by the 1973 album of
the same name. Straying away from space-fuelled
escapism, Aladdin Sane centres around a more
grounded version of glam-rock stardom and has

been regarded by Bowie himself as the product of his
time touring America. Including the likes of ‘The Jean
Genie’, ‘Drive-In Saturday’ and ‘Lady Grinning Soul’, the
album lyrically undergoes ideas of sex, pornography
and love in a confessional human manner. Piano keys
flutter throughout the songs, gracing his words with
an irresistibly romantic melody that feed into Aladdin
Sane’s lustful persona.
After Aladdin Sane, following albums Pin-Ups (1973),
Diamond Dogs (1974) and Young Americans (1975)
phased out the glam rock of the previous two
albums and saw a gradual transition to conventional
style. In 1976, Bowie’s next endeavour came with
the controversial persona of The Thin White Duke explained by Bowie as “A very Aryan, fascist type; a
would-be romantic with absolutely no emotion at all
but who spouted a lot of neo-romance”. His hair was
bleached blonde and he wore a simple waistcoat
over a white shirt with trousers, sleek and cold.
Accompanied by his tenth studio album Station to
Station and an escalated cocaine addiction, it became
evident that the persona captured David Bowie at
his darkest moments, which he later confessed he
struggles to remember.
The Thin White Duke culminated in an understated
move to Berlin for Bowie, where he retreated for his
deteriorating mental health. What followed was the
Berlin Trilogy, a collaboration with ambient music
extraordinaire Brian Eno and producer Tony Visconti.
In his experiences over the years of personas, David
Bowie had collected a range of influences from other
art and artists. Although Berlin marked the end of his
iconic decade of personas, Bowie rounds it off with
arguably his most experimental and influential work
and cements his past, then-present and future work
as seminal.

FAYE WILLIAMSON
Image courtesy of RCA.
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PARIS HAS BURNED:
HOW THE INFLUENTIAL
DOCUMENTARY HARMED THE
BLACK LGBT+ COMMUNITY
Jennie Livingston’s Paris Is Burning (1990) is a mustwatch for drag fans. Set in the underground scene
of ‘80s New York ballrooms, the documentary
follows drag legends such as Pepper LaBeija and
Willi Ninja as they detail what the Harlem ballroom
scene entails. Throughout, terms such as ‘throwing
shade’ (the art of insulting one another), ‘voguing’
(“performance as a survival strategy”) and ‘realness’
(the now problematic term of looking like a woman)
are explained. For devotees of RuPaul’s Drag Race,
you will notice that much of RuPaul’s vocabulary
and quips originate from Paris Is Burning and the
Harlem scene.
The documentary serves as a great educational
tool for those unfamiliar with the drag scene.
In relation to the current BLM protests, a very
relevant scene sees Ninja discuss voguing. He
explains that, for black working-class individuals in
the LGBTQ+ community, voguing acts as a means
of fighting away from the streets - they can battle
without touching, breaking away from stereotypes
of violence. Another particularly poignant moment
finds trans woman Venus Xtravangaza talking about
her plans for the future, dreaming of the suburban
fantasy of white American opulence. The following
scene cuts to people mourning Venus, whose
murder has never been solved. This portrays the
dangerous realities many trans people face, with
the threat of violence still very much present today.
Upon first glance Paris Is Burning seems an
enlightening representation of marginalised people,
yet the film - and its director- sadly exploited these
individuals. Livingston’s privilege as an educated
white woman afforded her the chance to make the
film. It seems unlikely that members from the scene
itself would have been given the same opportunity:
if they tried to represent their own culture, they
probably would have been silenced or ignored.
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It is wonderful that we have Paris Is Burning as a
document to remember a subculture that has now
vanished, but the human lives depicted were left
behind once the cameras stopped rolling.
As Jesse Green wrote in a 1993 article for The
New York Times, ‘Paris is no longer burning. It has
burned. [...] Madonna gobbled it up’. This notes
on the exploitative nature of Paris is Burning and
its aftermath: white women appropriating and
benefitting from the culture of black LGBTQ+
individuals. This is the main criticism levelled at
the documentary. It filmed the culture and gave
it a larger audience, but Madonna took voguing
worldwide and Livingston kick-started her own
career while few from the culture gained anything.
Ninja achieved his dream of becoming an
international vogue sensation and some of the drag
stars got to join Madonna on tour, but the subculture
was largely left in the rear view mirror. Absorbed by
the mainstream, many lost one of the few places
they could call home.
Paris Is Burning is certainly a rich celebration of drag
culture and of its black roots in Harlem. However, its
dark side should not be ignored. As LaBeija stated
post-filming, “the film came out - nothing. They all
got rich, and we got nothing.” This sums up the
experience of most of the film’s queens; they were
recorded, appropriated by mainstream culture, and
then forgotten about. We should be watching Paris
Is Burning to celebrate and learn about the harsh
realities of the ‘80s ballroom scene, but we should
also be aware of the exploitation involved in its
representation.

MADDIE LOCK

Image courtesy of..ARTMATTERS INC.
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DIRECTOR IN FOCUS:

In the current cinema landscape, there is arguably
no director making movies like French filmmaker
Céline Sciamma. Despite only directing four films
to date, with screenwriting credits on a handful of
other projects, Sciamma’s oeuvre has been met
with critical acclaim both domestically and overseas
- and rightly so. As an out lesbian, her films delve
into depictions of gender fluidity and sexual identity
through young female characters. There is a
simplicity to her style, utilising the emotive power
of the image, which makes Sciamma’s stories so
absorbing to watch.
Her debut feature, Water Lilies, could be regarded
as a warm-up. Written at film school, the film is
set amongst the suburbs of Paris during a humid
summer: it follows three teenage girls and their
individual sexual awakenings. The timid Marie
is attracted to the synchronised swimming team
captain, popular girl Floriane, while Marie’s best
friend Anne has growing feelings towards local
darling François. Each of these stories intertwine
as the characters face up to their adolescence:
Floriane regards her looks as a curse, bringing
unwanted sexual attention, whereas Anne is seen
as an outcast because of her appearance. Although
it doesn’t have the intense emotion of her later
work, Water Lilies is a bold, honest first feature.
Tomboy, her next film, heightened Sciamma’s global
profile. Centred around a 10-year-old settling into a
new neighbourhood, the gender non-conforming
Laure adopts the name Mickäel and presents as
a boy. It is through the innocent lens of childhood,
where children flow between genders before
reaching puberty, that leads to an astonishing,
powerful meditation on gender identity. Zoé Héran
is extraordinary as Laure/Mickäel. Her performance
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allows the audience to interpret the character in
whatever way they desire. To quote Roger Ebert’s
review, ‘[i]f you think you’re looking at a boy, you
see one. If a girl, then that’s what you see.’
Sciamma’s next two high-profile projects would
differ significantly. Her third feature, Girlhood,
follows a young black girl, Marieme, as she grows
up in the banlieues of Paris. An electrifying comingof-age narrative, full of joy, vibrancy and hope,
Sciamma used non-professional actors (a casting
method also used on Water Lilies and Tomboy) to
convey the authentic stories of black teenagers, a
demographic that has traditionally been ignored in
French cinema. The director also had a significant
role in stop-motion animation My Life as a Courgette,
winning the César Award for Best Adaptation for
her part in writing the film’s script. The film achieved
universal acclaim and was nominated for Best
Animated Feature at the Oscars in 2017.
This brings us to the present day and Portrait of a
Lady on Fire, which has been Sciamma’s biggest
success so far. Set at the end of the 18th century,
the film tracks the romance between portrait artist
Marianne and her subject, young noblewoman
Héloïse. The filmmaker explores the female gaze
through this budding affair, in what proves to be one
of the purest lesbian romances in cinematic history.
Portrait is Sciamma’s masterpiece, certainly her best
film, and will undoubtedly serve as a case study in
film classes for many future generations. Thanks to
MUBI, the success of Portrait has meant Sciamma’s
earlier work has received a much wider audience.
As Pride month continues, it is about time one of
cinema’s LGBT+ underdogs gets the recognition
and fanbase she deserves.

THEO SMITH
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Hollywood has come a long way since blacklisting
William Haines for choosing his male lover over
his career. Today, we have major mainstream films
portraying gay stories, from Rocketman to Love,
Simon. However, we still have some way to go.
Back in the early 20th century, several popular
male actors were revered for their effeminate looks.
Rudolph Valentino, one of the era’s leading men,
based his public image around his appearance.
The implicit suggestion of homosexuality in the
discourse concerning Valentino was not readily
accepted, which was common for the time. And
yet, gender role reversal was prevalent. In Charlie
Chaplin’s A Woman (1915), for example, Charlie
dresses in drag while vying for men’s affection.
LGBT+ themes were framed as a source of humour,
stripped of any sincerity.
The use of drag for comedy continued into the
‘Golden Era’, despite the censorship outlined
through the Hays Code. In Some Like it Hot (1959),
Jack Lemmon and Tony Curtis feature heavily in
drag. Bringing Up Baby (1938) sees Cary Grant
wearing an extravagant women’s robe, his loss of
masculinity a comedic thread. Many of the leading
creators of the era were publicly closeted, yet
their sexuality was often an open secret within the
industry: Rock Hudson, Dorothy Arzner, George
Cukor, just to name a few. LGBTQ+ people in
Hollywood have always been there, just not openly.
After the Stonewall Riots, the public position of the
LGBTQ+ community was forever changed. More
LGBT-centred films began to be produced leading
up to the millennium. Stories of transgenderism
were on the rise, from Dog Day Afternoon (1975) to
cult classic The Rocky Horror Picture Show (1975).
Most of these films starred cisgender actors. Other
LGBT+ films of the time included Bound (1996) and
documentary Paris is Burning (1990). However, such
LGBT+ films were restricted typically to the crime
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and biographical genres, with the ‘bury your gays’
trope rampant.
As the millennium rolled around, LGBT+ films were
predominantly found in ‘arthouse’ spheres. They
were usually marketed toward adult audiences,
suggesting that LGBTQ+ representation is an
exclusively ‘adult’ subject. Brokeback Mountain
(2005), considered a landmark film, and Milk (2008)
both received eight Oscar nominations, bringing
gay narratives into the mainstream. Despite awards
recognition, both were regarded as ‘indie’ at the
time of their release and adhere to the ‘bury your
gays’ trope. In many modern comedies, the ‘token
gay’ character has been restricted to secondary
roles, such as the ‘gay best friend’ found in Easy A
and Mean Girls.
The early 2010s saw a continuation of the ‘arthouse’
labelling of queer-themed films, but movies like
Pride (2014), which actually had LGBTQ+ actors in its
cast, brought a lighter side to the genre. Moonlight
(2016) became the first ever LGBT-related movie
to win Best Picture, a huge moment for queer
cinema, while Elton John biopic Rocketman (2019)
contained the first gay sex scene in a major studio
feature. These past few years have also seen a shift
in LGBTQ+ narratives marketed to teen audiences,
in recent works such as Love, Simon (2018) and
Booksmart (2019).
The past ten years of Hollywood cinema has
definitely seen change in the mainstream portrayal
of LGBTQ+ stories. There is still a long way to go, and
old tropes to leave behind, but the queer cinema of
today is more representative and accessible than
it was 20 or 30 years ago. It is important that we
continue to advocate for LGBTQ+ voices in film, and
listen to them. Representation, as always, is the key
to acceptance.

ALICE FORTT

Summer Vibes
Only
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CLOSER TO THE EDGE:
OUR ULTIMATE ROAD-TRIP PLAYLIST
Our writers highlight some of their favourite sing-along road-trip jams, for those
long (socially distanced) journeys.

‘FOR EMMA’ - BON IVER
Bon Iver’s entire discography makes for a perfect road-trip playlist. But, his debut For Emma, Forever Ago
stands out particularly. The single ‘For Emma’ sums up all there is to love about Bon Iver, and it’s impossible
to listen to at any volume that’s not extremely loud. The song begins relatively quiet, much like many other
Bon Iver songs. What stands out about ‘For Emma’, though, is that the instrumental is just as powerfully loud
as the vocals. When driving, the consistent, gorgeous chords will sustain your energy completely, as Justin
Vernon’s vocals permeate them beautifully. Vernon has clarified previous that “Emma isn’t a person”, and
is instead “a place that you get stuck in. Emma’s a pain that you can’t erase”. The song comes to mean so
much more when you know this - interpret it how you wish, and enjoy its gorgeous timbres whilst you drive.
GEORGIE HOLMES

‘FORMATION’ - BEYONCE
Formation is a dangerous, thrilling song that will transport you from your car journey to Beyoncé land,
otherwise known as CAR-CHELLA. I would not recommend being the driver whilst this song is on,
but jumping around in the passenger’s seat as far as your seatbelt will let you is strongly advised. It’s
everything you need for a long trip; its passionate, powerful and its Beyoncé. The track is a journey in
itself, taking you through multiple dimensions, from the iconic intense beginning which takes you
back to Beyoncé’s homecoming Coachella performance, to the party anthem that makes you believe
you are performing at Coachella yourself. The first lyric “Y’all haters corny with that illuminati mess”
will prepare you to enter your Beyoncé paradise, then the final lyric of the verse “I got hot sauce
in my bag, swag” is your moment to SHINE at CAR-CHELLA, because you aren’t in a coach no more.
MORGAN MCMILLAN

‘SEND ME ON MY WAY’ - THE RUSTED ROOTS
Written for their 1992 album, Cruel Sun, and reappearing on their 1994 album When I Woke, Rusted
Roots. ‘Send Me on My Way’ is a song that has become nothing short of iconic with its instantly
recognisable opening guitar riff and the melodic cycle of the words ‘on my way’ as its refrain. Appearing
in classic films like Matilda (1996) and Ice Age (2002), the song has become associated with journeys,
whether charting a young Matilda as she quickly grows older or accompanying an unlikely trio as they
travel through an arctic landscape to unite a child and father. It’s a song that Hollywood has favoured
in countless more films for similar moments, and this has solidified it as the perfect song to start your
road trip. Upbeat, happy, optimistic and genuinely infatuating; before long you’ll have the song
tirelessly on repeat as you divide your companions between the different parts and turn your road
trip into an extravagant musical experience for the ages (coming to a theatre near you - book now!).
SAM PEGG
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'GET BACK' - THE BEATLES
One of my all-time favourite road-trip tunes has got to be from The Beatles, from their final album, Let it Be.
After hearing time and time again how Paul experienced his epiphany of writing that damn title track, I prefer
to drift towards the lesser-known songs, that still have that Liverpudlian flare (if there is such a thing). ‘Get
Back’ starts with a schoolboy-ish recording of the band, giving a light playful start to the track before diving
into the main body. The song originally started as a satirical and critical look at the UK's attitudes towards
immigrants, which is hard to believe from the joyful bluesy undertones which totally eliminates the boredom
of staring at the same trees on the M3. Although it’s not loud and an immediate mood booster it’s a song
that eases you into good vibes, gets you jamming and has you bopping along to the happy sunshine beat.
OLIVIA DELLAR

'PROUD MARY' - CREEDENCE CLEARWATER REVIVAL
I'm sure when people think of songs to add to their road-trip playlist 'Proud Mary' by Creedence Clearwater Revival
doesn't come to mind. From personal experience it's clear that the first songs to be chosen are songs everyone
knows, and everyone can sing along to; it even becomes acceptable for those who can't sing (myself being one
of those people) to sing too, because the song is just that good. Tina Turner's cover of 'Proud Mary' with its soulful
tones transcending into frenzied funk rock might be a more likely candidate, but like all road-trips, the mood
changes eventually. When (not if), the backseat passengers drift off to sleep and the navigator has decided the
outdated sat-nav is doing just fine on its own, this song will be the driver's saving grace. With a steady beat and
chill guitar riffs, this song is the crown jewel of chill road-trip songs! Road-trips aren't about red-hot lap times, or
high-speed rallies; road-trips are about cruising along the roads and making great memories with friends and
family. 'Proud Mary' is a song for the ultimate road-trip playlist, you just keep 'rolling, rolling, rolling on a [road trip]'.
KAY MILLER

'EVERYWHERE' - FLEETWOOD MAC
Picture this; you're in a convertible, driving down a country road in the middle of nowhere. The wind is in your
hair, your sunglasses are on; you can go anywhere, do anything. What's playing on the radio? Some might say
'Take Me Home, Country Roads' by John Denver, or 'Walking on Sunshine' by Katrina and the Whales. I say that
both those suggestions, although absolutely amazing tracks, are incorrect. Fleetwood Mac is iconic, and when
you could literally be travelling to wherever you want, you want 'Everywhere' on the radio. The soothing tones
of Stevie Nicks flowing through the air as the sun sets in the sky: perfection. There's nothing downbeat about
the track, and it sets you up for a mood that lasts for the rest of the day.
JACK NASH
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DIRTY DANCING:
THE ULTIMATE SUMMER MOVIE
Dirty Dancing makes me think of the following
things: love; fun; dancing (obviously!); and summer.
Set in 1963, the classic film follows Frances “Baby”
Houseman (Jennifer Grey) and her relationship
with Johnny Castle (Patrick Swayze). Baby’s family
decide to spend their vacation at Kellerman’s, a
family resort with organised activities and trips.
Whilst there, Baby meets Johnny, an in-house
professional dancer who holds lessons and leads
the staff in their evening fun: ‘dirty’ dance parties.
His charisma draws Baby in and, after an emergency,
she has to fill in for his normal dance partner.
The pair spend many hours together as Johnny
teaches Baby how to dance, before they head to a
neighbouring resort for their performance. They fall
in love, much to the dismay of Baby’s father (Jerry
Orbach). With several entertaining and emotional
storylines running throughout, Dirty Dancing is the
perfect summer watch.
Lively, flirty, with utterly lovable characters, Dirty
Dancing’s summer setting only aids its claim to be
the ultimate movie watch for the season. Of course,
it shouldn’t be forgotten that Emile Ardolino’s film
also produced one of the most iconic songs of all
time, ‘(I’ve Had) The Time of My Life’, heard in the
closing scenes - as well as one of the most famous
movie lines ever, “nobody puts baby in the corner”.
Such memorable moments helped make it become
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a fan favourite, just as popular now as it was on
release in 1987.
A comforting classic, Dirty Dancing is one of those
films that always creates a warm feeling inside
- a guaranteed good (summer) time whether with
friends or alone, inside on the sofa or outside
projected on a big screen, sober or with a couple of
glasses of wine. The music is essential, the cast are
perfectly chosen, and the scenery is consistently
stunning. Even with all the advances of the modern
day, Kellerman’s looks like a fantastic place to be
during the summer sun.
The magic of this film comes in that, even if you
know what’s going to happen (if you’ve seen it
before, which many of us have, many times), your
eyes are still glued to the screen as you watch Baby
fall in love (seemingly for the first time), Johnny
question whether he’s good enough for her, Baby’s
clueless sister think that she’s in love, and, best of
all, some amazing dancing that makes us all wish
we could be as rhythmic. Even over 30 years after
it first came out, Dirty Dancing still makes you wish
that you were spending your summer falling in
love with a professional dancer in a beautiful ‘60s
setting. Well, at least it does for me.

OTTILIE YOUNG
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CLOSER TO THE EDGE:
OUR FAVOURITE OUTDOOR
CINEMA EXPERIENCES
Help us outdoor cinemas, you’re our only hope... In the
current situation, outdoor and drive-in cinemas around
the globe are providing the only theatrical fix for those
missing the unique experience of the big screen. With
that being the case, our writers have been reminiscing
about some of the best outdoor cinema trips they have
had - read on to see our picks…

MAMMA MIA 2 (2018) IN KAMARI, GREECE
Kamari, a quiet, unassuming Greek village on the road
between Fira and Santorini, hides a big secret. Down a
winding dirt path in the heart of the village is a haven for
film lovers, a beautiful outdoor cinema. It was here that
I was lucky enough to watch Mamma Mia! Here We Go
Again, screened in English with Greek subtitles. As the
actors sang and danced across the beautiful rural Greek
hills, I could look around and soak in the authentic Greek
atmosphere under the leafy foliage of the trees. I promise
that there is no greater experience than lying back on a
deckchair under the stars, sipping a cocktail, while Lily
James softly sings ‘Andante, Andante’.

JEMIMA MANN

MOULIN ROUGE! (2001) AT ‘MOVIE BY MOONLIGHT’ IN BATH
A few years back, I was lucky enough to attend ‘Movie
by Moonlight’, an outdoor cinema experience held in
Bath’s Royal Victoria Park. We all crowded around a huge
projector screen, armed with ciders, camping chairs and
blankets, ready for a screening of Baz Luhrmann’s Moulin
Rouge!. The organisers had even brought in a pizza
truck, so you could go nab a freshly made pizza before
the screening started and nosh down on it throughout a brilliant idea even though the queue was HUGE. One
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of my favourite parts of the night was actually something
that happened before the movie started: everyone joined
together in a giant chorus line, doing the can-can à la the
dancers of the Moulin Rouge stage, in an effort to try and
break the world record. It was absolutely hilarious and set
the mood for the rest of the evening, which was made up
of singing, dancing, and oh-ing and ah-ing along to the
classic movie musical.

ALICE FORTT

BACK TO THE FUTURE (1985) IN STRATFORD-UPON-AVON
Having seen ‘80s sci-fi Back to the Future probably *too*
many times at home, it was such an incredible experience
to be able to finally see it on the big screen surrounded
by a large group of fellow film fans. The atmosphere
of an outdoor cinema is one that truly can’t be beaten.
Everyone gets their snacks ready, lays out their picnic
blanket or camping chair, and snuggles into their coat as
the sun begins to set and the film reel gets loaded up.
Although I didn’t personally dress up, it was brilliant to see
lots of other people wearing ‘80s inspired clothing, some
even dressing up to look just like protagonist Marty McFly.
I have been to a few outdoor cinema experiences, but this
one stood out amongst the rest due to the pure escapism
and entertainment value of Back to the Future. When the
opening titles start and you hear ‘The Power of Love’ kick
in, you know you’re in for a good time!

KATIE EVANS
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PODCASTS TO LOSE YOURSELF IN
Including fiction, comedy and cuisine, various
Edge writers have detailed below their favourite
immersive podcasts. These are the kind perfect
to lose yourself in whilst lazing in the sun -- grab
your phone, an appropriate app, and start burning
through some of these. There are plenty for
summer!
THE MAGNUS ARCHIVES
When discussing pride podcasts to keep you
occupied over the summer break, horror fiction
production The Magnus Archives may seem like
a peculiar recommendation. Especially with our
current collective anxieties, to sit down with almost
200 episodes of an exploration into humanity’s
deepest and most fundamental fears perhaps feels
a bit counterproductive.
But The Magnus Archives doesn’t leave us with
hopelessness, despite the subject matter. Although
its journey drags characters through horror after
horror, the show returns repeatedly to remind us
that through our connection to humanity, we are
survivors. It is no coincidence that it does so with
an ensemble of various identities and orientations.
From the biromantic asexual protagonist Jon to the
bond between police officers-turned-allies Daisy
and Basira, the podcast highlights the value of
queer love in a way which does not distract from
the tense and well-paced storytelling. It’s an intense
listen, one that’s difficult to stop once started, and
perfect to lose yourself in if you’re in the mood for
something a little more towards the dark side. The
Magnus Archives is a thrilling and welcome change
to the more traditionally realist genres queer media
often finds itself confined to.
EZRA WOODGER
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CRITICAL ROLE
While not originally a podcast, this Dungeons
and Dragons show hosted by voice actor Matt
Mercer and starring Laura Bailey, Ashley Johnson
and Taliesin Jaffe among others, is immersive
and enriching for even those not familiar with the
tabletop game. The show itself has been a weekly
occurrence since 2015, with two seasons (campaign
one totalling 115 episodes and campaign two
currently on 99) and a myriad of spin-offs and live
shows - even a talk show - to keep you entertained.
There are hundreds of hours of laughs, action, heart
wrenching decisions, and the odd character death
thrown in.
The world itself is fully fleshed out, and Mercer’s
descriptions are enriching, making even the dullest
interactions enthralling. And the players themselves
make the world far more than a simple tallying up
of dice numbers or movement from one location to
the next. You can hear how much these NPCs mean
to them, and how ecstatic they are each time Matt
asks them, “how do you want to do this?”
With the show paused for lockdown, and an
animated series coming later this year, there’s no
better time to get acquainted with the world of
Exandria. And whether Grog or Gilmore, Caleb or
Cassandra is your favourite character, or whether
you would love to see more of Tarion or the Raven
Queen, it won’t take long before you fall in love with
their tales and tribulations.
LOUISE CHASE
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WELCOME TO NIGHT VALE
“A friendly desert community where the sun is hot,
the moon is beautiful and mysterious lights pass
overhead while we all pretend to sleep. Welcome
to Night Vale”. These are the opening words that
guide you into the small desert town of Night
Vale, where all of the conspiracy theories are true.
Welcome to Night Vale is an immersive fictional
podcast that takes you to a whole new world twice
a month presented as a radio show in a town where
everything is... weird. The joy of the podcast comes
from writers Joseph Fink and Jeffrey Cranor’s
tales of the strange and the beautiful, delivered
in narrator Cecil Baldwin’s soothing tones, as if
ominous dog parks and five-headed dragons are a
universal experience of any southwestern US town.
In eight years, there are over 150 episodes to enjoy;
it sounds like a lot, but Night Vale’s storytelling is so
captivating that you’ll speed through it in no time.
VICKY GREER
THE TINY MEAT GANG PODCAST
Made up of YouTubers Noel Miller and Cody Ko,
The Tiny Meat Gang Podcast delivers the perfect
material to relax to. With each episode being over an
hour long, it gives you plenty of access to hilarious
anecdotes, discussions with special guests, and
references to current events. The first episode was
released in October 2017, and since then it has just
grown in popularity and brilliance.
Combining awkwardness, humour, and the most
amiable personalities, Tiny Meat Gang will have
you constantly laughing or smiling to yourself
over whatever nonsense Noel and Cody discuss.
Their close friendship allows for both serious and
ridiculous topics to take place, and it’s like listening
in on a very intriguingly random conversation
between the two.

If you’re looking for a podcast where you will feel
entirely immersed and relaxed for the hour it’s on,
The Tiny Meat Gang Podcast is where you’ll find it.
GEORGIE HOLMES
OFF MENU WITH ED GAMBLE AND JAMES
ACASTER
Since its launch in 2018, the Off Menu podcast quickly
made its way into my favourites due to the quirky but
charming nature of its co-presenters, comedians Ed
Gamble and James Acaster. The podcast revolves
around an imaginary restaurant in which a range of
celebrity guests, such as comedians and actors, are
invited to dine and discuss what they believe to be
their perfect evening meal.
Over the 2 years the podcast has been running,
Gamble and Acaster have welcomed a host of stars
into their ‘restaurant’ including magician Dynamo,
musician Loyle Carner and actress/writer Daisy
May Cooper (This Country). The podcast makes not
only for easy listening but allows you to learn more
about both the guests and presenters themselves.
My personal favourite episodes which I recommend
you check out are; series 1, episode 13 (Phil Wang);
series 2, episode 42 (Greg Davies); series 3,
episode 50 (Joe Thomas from The Inbetweeners).
If you’re looking for a podcast to brighten your day
and whisk you away into a world of all things foodrelated then this is the one for you.
KATIE EVANS
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DIY FESTIVALS:
OUR BACK GARDEN GUIDE
2020 is the year of cancelled gigs, shows, and
festivals. Undoubtedly any lover of live music has
had opportunities ripped from them this year due to
the devastating impacts of COVID-19. But, fear not
- there are options you can take to create a great
festival atmosphere in your garden. It might not be
as rowdy as Reading & Leeds Fest, or as crowded
as Glastonbury, but it’ll be enjoyable nonetheless.

DECOR

You cannot host a festival without a tent. Whether
you own a 4-man family tent, or a tiny 1-person
space, the first stage to creating your home festival
is to pop this up.
Once it’s up and functional, decorations are needed.
Bunting and fairy lights are definitely two staples to
a festival tent - it’s how you know it’s yours when
stumbling back from a late night/early morning set.
Sure, you won’t need to go through the tedious
process of stumbling over other people’s tent pegs,
desperately trying to find your own. But, a pretty
tent makes for a perfect festival setting.
Also, if there’s space it’s worth glamping it up a
bit. At a proper festival, you don’t get the pleasure
of this, and may have issues with mud, untidiness
and intense sweatiness. At your own home-made
festival, it’s definitely a great opportunity to make
the tent glam and comfortable. Add a mattress, or
numerous different, multi-coloured blankets, to
make the space
as cosy as possible.

MUSIC

Obviously, the main part of a
festival is its performances.
You can do without all the
sparkle and decor (idk why
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you would, though) and just enjoy the performances
they have to offer. BBC iPlayer have a plethora
of various performances available to watch from
Glastonbury Festival over the years.
If you’re not a fan of the sets from Glastonbury,
then fear not - YouTube is your new best friend.
You can find pretty much any artist’s sets from most
popular festivals online, whether it be through a
professional, verified video or a fan video. Either
way, you can witness the talents of your favourite
artists.

OUTFIT

People often spend weeks planning their festival
outfits. And, just because it’s at home, you should
continue to make this effort. Sparkles, bright colours,
funky patterns, and anything that makes you feel
comfortable and confident is best to choose here.

FOOD & DRINK

Festival appetisers are commonly unhealthy. They
have to make it fast in order to serve thousands of
people each hour. So, it’s vital your food and drink
matches this standard.
Buy a couple oven pizzas (or splash out on a
takeaway), cook some burgers on a disposable
BBQ, get in all the alcohol that you find (or any nonalcoholic fizz), and you’re set.
Make sure to set up a couple of fold-up tables
around the tent, as your own personal bar or
takeaway place.

GEORGIE HOLMES
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FILM

CLOSER TO THE EDGE:

OUR FAVOURITE LGBTQ+ FILMS
BROKEBACK MOUNTAIN (2005), DIR. ANG LEE:
I will never shut up about how much I adore
Brokeback Mountain. To me, this film is absolute
perfection: in terms of content, influence, and its
place as an unapologetic love story between two
men. Beginning in ‘60s Wyoming, the plot follows
Ennis Del Mar and Jack Twist’s secret affair over a
20-year period, their struggles in coming to terms
with who they are and what they feel for one
another, and their need to live in hiding for fear of
prosecution. Led by two stellar performances from
Heath Ledger and Jake Gyllenhaal, and directed
by the legendary Ang Lee (Crouching Tiger,
Hidden Dragon, Life of Pi), Brokeback Mountain is
heartbreaking, tear-inducing, and painfully real.
Brokeback faced major backlash on its release,
being banned from several theatres, and has been
the subject of countless homophobic jokes, more
often than not reduced to ‘that gay cowboy movie’.
It’s important that we disregard such diminishing of
queer stories, especially during Pride Month. Lee’s
film is a landmark piece of LGBT+ cinema, helping
to break queer narratives into the mainstream,
heralding a breakthrough for LGBT+ representation
on the silver screen.
ALICE FORTT
PRIDE (2014), DIR. MATTHEW WARCHUS:
Comedy drama Pride, written by Stephen Beresford,
depicts the unlikely alliance made between a
group of LGBT+ activists and a town of miners
whose lives were dramatically affected by the
British miners’ strike of 1984. Based on a true
story, the film is both tough and uplifting, as the
portrayal of not only homophobia but also life in
poverty reproduces the historical truth. Matthew

Warchus’ film draws you in, and won’t let go until
you truly understand the meaning behind the title.
When I first watched Pride, I never expected to be
drawn into the story to such an extent that I felt
overwhelmed by emotion. I was 15, and the wit and
charm of the script not only carried me along with
the action but made me reflect on all the incredible
work of the activists and miners and the community
forged between them. The bond that develops
throughout Pride proves that, through unity and
understanding, we can overcome our differences.
We can be strong and inclusive if we put our hearts
and souls into it.
KATIE EVANS
DATING AMBER (2020), DIR. DAVID FREYNE:
Growing up can be hard, especially when you’re
not straight. Set in Ireland in 1995, Dating Amber
follows the story of two LGBTQ+ teenagers getting
to grips with their sexuality and their place in the
world. Eddie (Fionn O’Shea) is gay, but even he
doesn’t know it. The only person who can see it is
Amber (Lola Petticrew), a girl who has always been
an outsider at school for potentially being a lesbian.
The relationship between Amber and Eddie is
a complex one. Their story and experiences are
relatable and bring some well-needed diversity
to the coming-of-age genre. Beautifully shot,
with moments to laugh at as well as cry, Dating
Amber perfectly portrays the characters’ struggles,
commenting on themes of discrimination that are
still present today - 25 years after the setting of
the film. If you want something lighthearted yet
emotionally charged, definitely give Dating Amber
a chance. It will not disappoint.
JACK NASH

Image courtesy of..BBCFILM
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FILM

FLASHBACK REVIEW:

Set amongst the beautiful landscapes of 1950s
New York, Carol (2015) is a cinematic journey
about the forbidden love which forms between
aspiring photographer Therese (Rooney Mara) and
older woman Carol (Cate Blanchett). The elegant,
picturesque portrayal of the famous city throughout
creates a clear parallel with the feelings that Therese
begins to develop for her new acquaintance.
Therese idolises Carol for both her pleasant
nature and classy style, but it soon becomes clear
that what she feels towards her is more than just
friendship as the narrative develops and their bond
deepens. The subtlety of the film’s representation
of their relationship makes it a charming love story
that gradually draws us further in.
Based on Patricia Highsmith’s romance novel
The Price of Salt, Carol respectfully explores the
struggles faced by gay women in the 1950s who
were forced to repress their sexuality due to societal
expectations. The character of Carol, although
initially depicted as a woman living a happy, affluent
lifestyle, quickly unravels to reveal someone who
is trapped in the pressuring existence expected of
her. The first act introduces the everyday lives of
both main characters, whose social classes may
differ yet their shared ‘lack of belonging’ connects
them. The audience learns that both women are
struggling in their relationships: Therese has a
boyfriend who she has mixed feelings for, and Carol
is divorcing from her strict husband. The narrative
follows both women as they explore their feelings
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for one another while attempting to maintain the
heteronormative lives expected of them.
Both Cate Blanchett and Rooney Mara were
praised for their incredibly engaging and emotive
performances, with each actress nominated
for Academy Awards and Mara even winning
Best Actress at Cannes in 2015. Alongside this
recognition for the leading roles, Carol won the
Queer Palm at Cannes - a prize that honours the
best LGBT-relevant film entered to the festival.
Although Carol explores the struggles of sexuality
through the film’s central relationship, it utilises
not only dialogue but also the incredibly elegant
production and costume design to create a
narrative that normalises LGBTQ+ relationships
for the viewer, maintaining an alignment with the
romantic-drama genre. The film explores the bond
between two women whose dreams and desires
are heightened through the 1950s backdrop.
Carol is truly a stand-out film that aims to normalise
LGBT+ representation through its gorgeous colours
and tones, which completely draw you into its
incredible storytelling. It allows the audience to get
lost in the waves of romance and drama, able to
fully appreciate the compelling lesbian relationship
at its core.

KATIE EVANS

Image courtesy of NUMBER 9
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CULTURE

CLOSER TO THE EDGE:
OUR FAVOURITE LGBTQ+ VIDEO
GAME CHARACTERS
ELLIE - THE LAST OF US
Ellie is the co-protagonist of Naughty Dog’s
critically acclaimed 2013 title The Last of Us,
voiced by Ashley Johnson in a BAFTA-winning
performance. She’s a teenager forced to grow up
during the apocalypse and is racked with survivor’s
guilt, being immune to infection.
She’s my favourite queer character because her
sexual orientation is not her defining feature, it is
just another element of fantastic characterisation
which furthers the story uniquely. Ellie is many
things: strong, stubborn, curious, fearless, a
survivor, and a terrible comedian. You don’t
even find out about her sexuality until you play
Left Behind, which beautifully explores young
queer love. You warm up to her just as Joel does
because you soon realize that her stubbornness
comes from a place of caring and deep loss. Ellie
is a complex, nuanced queer character that isn’t
tokenistic in the slightest; I can’t wait to see how
she develops in The Last of Us Part II.
JAMIE HOWATSON

Image courtesy of DONT NOD ENTERTAINMENT

SIR HAMMERLOCK - BORDERLANDS
FRANCHISE
“Hunter. Scholar. Gentleman.”
Sir Hammerlock has become one of the staples
of Gearbox’s looter-shooter franchise since his
introduction in Borderlands 2 eight years ago.
Voiced by J. Michael Tatum to aristocratic effect,
his general (and very Borderlands) disregard for
the lives of the monsters he studies juxtaposes
the character’s gentlemanly habits for some great
comedy and amusing character work. Last year’s
Borderlands 3 also introduces Hammerlock as the
boyfriend to Wainwright Jakobs (Jakobs like the
games’ fictional brand of gun), helping to flesh out
the series’ universe even further after Borderlands
2 noted his sexuality back in 2012. Hammerlock
is an easy favourite, and hopefully a continually
recurring side character should the series continue
on past this point.
HARRY GEEVES
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CULTURE

IN CRITICISM OF:
J.K .ROWLING
The JK Rowling of our childhood was a hero,
someone who lived the true ‘rags to riches’ fantasy,
bringing the world some of the most beloved literary
characters with the Harry Potter series. Most of us
grew up reading Harry Potter, and I know that they
sparked my love of fantasy fiction that still lasts to
this day; I idolised Rowling. But now, later in life, I’ve
come to understand the problematic faults of the
books, and the problems with Rowling herself as a
person.

There’s a distinct lack of LGBTQ+ representation
in the Harry Potter series. The books being first
published in the 90s is not an excuse for this; the
success that the books had, with them becoming
the best-selling book series in history, means that
Rowling surely was given some leeway in her works
despite possible concerns from publishers. She
had the fame and the means to include LGBTQ+
characters; no publishing house is going to drop
their best-selling author just like that, and even if
they did, another would have taken Rowling up
for the sheer amount of books she was selling.
LGBTQ+ representation is so important, especially
in children’s books; it normalises it, leading to wider
acceptance of the community. I know that seeing
an LGBTQ+ character in a popular book series
during the same time I was reading Harry Potter
would have definitely had a HUGE impact on me.
Representation is the key to acceptance.
Rowling has tried to make up for this lack of
representation in recent years by confirming
characters as LGBTQ+ long after the books were
originally published; namely, her confirmation of
Hogwarts headmaster, Albus Dumbledore, as a
gay man. This revelation was lightly touched upon
in Fantastic Beasts: The Crimes of Grindelwald
(2018), a sequel to Rowling’s Harry Potter prequel
of the same name, with the latter named character
supposedly being the love of Dumbledore’s life,
although the film does not tell the audience that
in the slightest. Instead, Albus corrects someone,
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saying that he loved Grindelwald ‘more than a
brother’. This implication is not explicit enough,
and simply, not good enough. There’s no explicit
evidence of Dumbledore being gay in the books or
films, and just saying it to win brownie points with
the LGBTQ+ community is not sufficient. If you’ve
said that a character is LGBTQ+, there needs to be
something to show for it.
Linking to issues with LGBTQ+ representation,
Rowling has also proved herself in recent years
to be transphobic. She posted her support of
transphobe Maya Forestater after she was fired
from her job due to her refusal to acknowledge
a person’s designated pronouns and has liked
numerous transphobic tweets. Stating her distaste
at the firing of Forestater, Rowling implored her
followers, most of which being fans of her work
(many being young and impressionable) to stand
against the sacking of someone for ‘speaking the
truth’, that supposed truth being that ‘sex is real’.
This kind of behaviour is disgusting; trans women
are women, trans men are men, there is no ‘real
sex’ about it. These transphobic comments, plus
her implied support of T.E.R.Fs (trans-exclusionary
feminists), just show that Rowling has little care for
the LGBTQ+ community.
ign’ names only further serve to ostracise the
Rowling’s diversity rewrites are frankly exhausting
and much too late to satisfy. Diversity should
be implemented from the outset, not just as
an afterthought. Her comments regarding the
transgender community only serve to prove her
outright problematic and backwards nature even
further, beyond that of her work, and that she should
in no way be put on a pedestal as readers like
me once viewed her. A white, wealthy, privileged
cisgender woman should be using the platform
she has to incite positive change, not discriminate,
demean and degrade communities.

ALICE FORTT
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It’s Not All Ones and
Zeroes: Non-Cisgender
Representation in Video
Games

Gender in video games is very binary. There’s little
fluidity other than the stereotypical cis-gendered
male and female protagonists. Often, the side
characters don’t even provide much diversity
in terms of gender. But have there been any
successful titles which managed to portray a more
diverse cast?
The Borderlands franchise has always pushed the
frontier of LGBTQ+ representation, featuring many
characters across a broad spectrum of sexualities.
Borderlands 3, the latest addition to the muchloved shoot-and-loot franchise was released late in
2019, and one of the playable protagonists, FL4K,
was revealed to be non-binary, with the pronouns
“they/them”. This was unexpectedly met with a
mixed response, leading to many fans to rejoice at
the new playable character’s identity. However, the
announcement did spark some controversy online.
Select players deliberately misgendered FL4K,
referring to them as “he/him”. Gearbox were quick
to rectify the matter, swiftly banning any players who
made the effort to misgender the Beastmaster. Also
featuring in Borderlands 3 is Lorelei, a side character
you meet on the planet of Promethea. While she is
referred to by female pronouns, the game’s writers
have confirmed that she is non-binary, and before
the corporate wars, was considering transitioning.
The casting for the character and the portrayal of
her struggles with gender identity was genius, with
trans voice actor Ciarán Strange bringing Lorelei to
life perfectly.
Over three decades before the release of
Borderlands 3, though, there were already
transgender characters in games. Back in 1988,
Nintendo released Super Mario Bros. 2. The game
featured a new dinosaur-like creature, Birdo. The
official character description from the game’s
manual describes how “he thinks he is a girl and
he spits eggs from his mouth. He’d rather be
called “Birdetta”. Although the misgendering isn’t
very appropriate in 2020, the introduction of a
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potentially transgender character in a video game
was new and groundbreaking. Since then, Nintendo
has clarified that Birdo is, in fact, of indeterminate
gender. Since, Nintendo has further increased
gender identity options in their franchises. This
year’s bestselling Switch game, Animal Crossing:
New Horizons, offered a multitude of options to
completely customise the gender identity of your
character. With a non-gender start to the game,
opting for the masculine/feminine character options
instead, the customisation continues throughout
the title. The player can give their avatar any
customisation they want, without gender restraints.
The villagers are also non-gender, removing any
gender-specific player-villager interactions.
However, one game that falters compared to
Animal Crossing in terms of customisation options
is The Sims 4. While options have been added to
customise different aspects of a sim’s gender, such
as whether they can get pregnant or how they pee,
there is still no space for non-binary and gender nonconforming sims. Also, it is not possible to change
a sim’s gender in-game, reducing accessibility to
trans players, who are unable to accurately build
themselves in the simulation. EA, the publisher
behind The Sims, oversaw some non-cisgender
diversity in the 2019 battle royale Apex Legends
with the character Bloodhound, despite being
voiced by the female voice actor Allegra Clark. The
choice of voice actor-led many fans to believe the
technological tracker is female, yet the team behind
the game confirmed that Bloodhound is non-binary
in the canon of the Titanfall universe.
While much progress needs to be made to include
more non-cisgender characters in video games,
the representation is moving in the right direction.
The importance of gender in a character’s story
is no longer necessary, and the joy of playing
fully fleshed out protagonists, with important and
detailed backstories, is the most important aspect
in modern character design.

JACK NASH
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ACTOR IN FOCUS:

SIR IAN MCKELLEN
Six-time Laurence Olivier award winner and twotime Academy Award-nominated actor Sir Ian
McKellen has long been a voice for those who face
discrimination, prejudice, and those who struggle
to be heard. From his notability as both a stage
and screen actor to his patronage with charities
such as Stonewall and London Pride, McKellen has
presented himself to the world as an actor who isn’t
afraid to stand up for his beliefs.
Born in Lancashire in 1939, McKellen’s childhood
was impacted greatly by the struggles faced by
the United Kingdom during the Second World
War. McKellen’s early life was clouded by the war
and in many interviews, he has explained that the
experience has never really left him even 70 years
on. Living under the roof of a non-orthodox Catholic
family, with both grandfather’s being preachers,
McKellen never discussed his sexuality until his
mother sadly passed away and he finally discussed
his homosexuality with his step-mother, who as a
Quaker already had more progressive views due to
her religious practice.
After receiving a scholarship to study English
Literature at Cambridge University, McKellen
became a member of the Marlowe Society. This
is where McKellen’s integration into the world of
theatre began, with his first performances being
in a range of Shakespearean plays. In the 1970s,
McKellen began to form a close relationship with
the Royal Shakespeare Company and The Royal
National Theatre portraying a range of notable roles
over time - even still to this day. From the leading
role in Romeo and Juliet (1976) to his performances
in recent successes such as
King Lear (2017), McKellen will
forever remain an integral
part of British theatre.
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Although McKellen’s roots are grounded in theatre,
he turned his nose to acting and has starred in a
wide range of feature films since the 1980s. His
most notable roles include the 1998 film Gods and
Monsters for which he was nominated for Best
Actor at the Academy Awards and his appearances
as supervillain Magneto in the X-Men film series.
After his notability grew, McKellen was cast in the
perfect role as wizard Gandalf the Grey in The Lord
of the Rings: The Fellowship of the Ring (2001).
The film gained him another Academy Award
nomination, this time for Best Supporting Actor. His
role as Gandalf continued through the trilogy and
was reprised his role in The Hobbit trilogy in 2012.
In 1989, McKellen, amongst many other political
activists, founded the LBGTQ+ rights charity
Stonewall. Stonewall, named after the 1969
Stonewall Riots in New York, initially intended to
lobby against specific government action however
has since grown into a high-profile charity which
aims to support and fight for equality amongst
everyone. Over his time with the charity, McKellen
has spoken out against a multitude of human
rights issues and has taken part in political rallies
and marches across the country. He has used his
position as a notable actor to prove that celebrities
can focus on what they believe in without impacting
their success, as at 81 Sir Ian McKellen still strives to
make a change.
Over the years, it is clear that Sir Ian McKellen has
made his voice heard through his immense efforts,
and through this has become a powerful icon for
pride across the globe.

KATIE EVANS
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PLAYWRIGHT IN FOCUS:
TENNESSEE WILLIAMS
Tennessee Williams has long been hailed as one
of America’s greatest dramatists, translating his
own troubled personal life into his plays, showing
a dark reality of abandonment, decay and human
violence whilst simultaneously presenting hope for
romance and emotional fulfilment. Finding most of
his success in the 1940s, 50s and 60s, Williams’
brilliance was duly awarded two Pultizer Prizes for
his plays A Streetcar Named Desire and Cat on a
Hot Tin Roof. These plays truly stapled him amongst
Arthur Miller and Eugene O’Neill as great modern
dramatists, whilst smaller plays such as, Camino
Real and The Night of the Iguana, are underrated
gems that contributed in showing off this troubled
man’s genius.
Said to be a sensitive and bright young man, Williams
was faced with troublesome home life. His parent’s
marriage was tenacious and problematic, leading to
estranged relationships with his father, particularly
after he gave the go-ahead for an operation on his
mentally ill sister that ended up killing her. From
mental illness to repressed sexuality, tragic love
affairs, estranged familial relationships and drug
and alcohol abuse - these problems translated from
Tennessee’s own life into his works.
His mother is often compared to the naive and
stubborn Amanda in The Glass Menagerie with his
father said to be represented through the controlling
Big Daddy in Cat on a Hot Tin Roof. Williams also
comes through in characters, mostly ones that seem
to challenge physical and obtain brutish masculinity.
These characters, such as Mitch in Streetcar, or Jim
in Glass Menagerie, offer some form of romantic
delicacy, often being the characters that tender
both physically and emotionally to other characters
that are seen as undesirable or fragile. Some have
even noted Williams’ own sexuality resembling
that of Brick in Cat on a Hot Tin Roof, particularly
in the characterisation of concealed homosexuality
and the resulted rejection of it by the orthodox and
traditional characters.
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It is these romantic characters that are most notably
afforded the more sensitive and delicate moments
in his plays. They often show a glimpse into Williams’
hope for love, romance and acceptance of identity
and place in society. Underlying conflicts and
violence often surround these moments, uniquely
giving Williams’ plays the basis for the exploration
into problematic human connections through
outcasts and violent behaviour, whilst seeing the
potential for tenderness and sensitivity as a means
of discovering emotional stability and fulfilment.
No doubt a complex playwright, but also one that
shines in the romantic and tender moments placed
amongst chaos.
A Streetcar Named Desire, arguably his most
critically acclaimed and popular play, utilises New
Orleans, his home for much of his adult life and a
source of inspiration. The play is a look at destructive
desire and a progression into a New America
that is unforgiving and brutish. Delicate Southern
Belle, Blanche, struggles to find emotional stability
against feelings of sexual and romantic loneliness,
tendencies of alcoholism and fear of abandonment.
Similar ideas are found in Camino Real, a mix of
traditional and expressionist theatre, with dream-like
characters being used to explore darker realities of
gender expectations and emotional trauma. Cat on
A Hot Tin Roof equally explores disturbing aspects
of love, gender and identity, again with sexuality
being a point of violent tension and tragedy.
Despite not all of Williams’ plays being critically
acclaimed, they all show a playwright powerful in
representing the emotional turmoil he was living
through in his own life. Williams’ use of trauma
and struggle helped him present his brilliant mind
that saw romantic potential in the most destructive
forces.

JACK NICHOLAS BRANDON
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DRAG’S SECRET
UNDERGROUND SCENE
Drag is constantly evolving from the underground
ballroom scene to international television, however
with drag becoming a staple asset to pop culture
due to the likes of RuPaul’s Drag Race, the nonRuPaul girls are often being neglected in turn for
the famous queens. But they are just as talented as
RuPaul’s queens and with the growing underground
scene and the cheap cost for a good night of drag, it
can no longer be ignored.

Drag artists have become an essential part of pop
culture to continue the legacy of iconic bands and
artists who are no longer performing. From Britney
Spears to the Spice Girls, there is sure to be a drag
queen who will paint their make-up and perform
just like our favourite pop idols. A once unknown
drag group Gals Aloud, starring Cheryl Hole from
RuPaul’s Drag Race UK, have toured across the
UK to continue to live out the legacy of the UK
supergroup. Their show is fantastic as it features a
mixture of lip-syncing, live singing whilst exploring
the bands history from Popstars: The Rivals to their
final album. These types of shows are fantastic for
those who want to be educated on their childhood
band’s history whilst delving into the bands top hits
and if you are lucky they also perform members
of the band’s solo tracks. The Royal Vauxhall
Tavern and Bethnal Green Working Men’s Club
are the perfect venues to catch this style of drag
performance.

Drag nights aren’t all just lip-syncing and live
music, though. Instead they can be full-out cabaret
circus inspired performances. Powerhouse cabaret
performers take a variety of forms, for example,
YUMMY are a legendary cabaret group who put on
a show consisting of cabaret, live music and dance.
They also reflect the changing cultural attitude
towards gender identity by incorporating women
into their performances, giving women a place in
drag culture. Other performers take on a different
tone such as Briefs, who take you on a wild ride
through the safari merging burlesque and fearless
aerial acrobatics. The best venues to go for this
style of drag are Circa the Club, Luscious Cabaret
and Edinburgh Fringe.
Compared to all the other drag nights mentioned,
the karaoke style night is perfect for those who
want to be part of the show. The Karaoke Hole
in East London holds the best karaoke nights in
London hosted by the finest drag stars London has
to offer like Candy Warhol, Baby Lame and Shesus.
They greet the public with a wild night of karaoke
chaos and is a powerful safe place for the LGBTQ+
community who want to blast Cher on repeat. A
similar night is hosted on Wednesday at The Edge
nightclub in Southampton.
Drag nights range from fun campy and a night of
bliss to a wild circus ride that you never want to
get off. The underground drag scene has been
evolving and becoming even more creative and
adventurous with each day. It is Britain’s best kept
secret that you don’t want to miss out on!

MORGAN MCMILLAN
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LGBTQ+ VENUE IN FOCUS:

HEAVEN, LONDON
Charing Cross Station is one of the busiest and
oldest rail terminals in London. The hustle and
bustle of thousands of businessmen and women
pounding the pavements on their commutes every
day is a common sight. However, underneath the
train tracks lies one of London’s largest and most
famous LGBTQ+ venues, Heaven.
Owned by the same company as G-A-Y, Heaven,
which opened originally in 1979, has a capacity of
over 1,500 and serving as a concert venue as well
as a nightclub. Heaven has been a staple for LGBT+
entertainment in the capital for many years and
as such, the artists who perform there are usually
queer icons. The likes of Madonna, Kylie Minogue
and Lady Gaga have strutted their stuff on the
boards in Heaven over the years. Many up-andcoming London-based artists, including the pop
sensation Dua Lipa, have used the iconic venue as
a launchpad for their careers.
The physical appearance of the building is
understated. If you didn’t know there was a
nightclub under the arches, you wouldn’t guess,
due to its basic exterior. One singular silver sign
notifies any visitors to the entrance which is located
in a passageway underneath Charing Cross station.
Once you step inside, however, Heaven is kitted
out for a show. With a full lighting rig and a stateof-the-art sound system, you can tell the venue is
designed for more than nightclub activities. The
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stage in the main room is massive and can facilitate
live bands, artists and performers during events.
The layout for the gigs are multi-tiered, as there are
staircases lining the walls leading to balconies that
overlook the stage.
As for the nightclub scene, there are all the facilities
you would expect from a reputable nightclub. A
cloakroom close to the entrance to keep your
belongings safe, as well as many bars dotted
around the venue. There are also multiple different
rooms to enjoy whatever music you most feel like
grooving to that night.
Heaven is open Mondays, Thursdays, Fridays and
Saturdays as a nightclub with different events each
night. Catch the biggest names in the drag world on
Thursdays, or boogie the night away with resident
DJs on the weekend. Plus, once the night is over
(at 5am) you can stumble to the nearest 24 hour
McDonalds about 30 seconds from Heaven, before
getting on the night bus or, more likely, the first train
home.
Overall, Heaven is an outstanding LGBTQ+ venue
for London and offers an amazing space for all to
dance the night away. If you’re ever looking for a
night out in London, Heaven is worth investigating.

JACK NASH
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CLOSER TO THE EDGE:
OUR FAVOURITE
LGBTQ+ COMEDIANS

There are some pretty iconic comedians
who identify themselves within the LGBTQ+
community. We at The Edge have put together
our favourite LGBTQ+ comedians, and why they
stand out as our favourites.

Suzi is definitely an underrated comedian but has
been tipped by many as one of the best upcoming
acts for good reason.
CHARLOTTE BRENNAN

SUZI RUFFELL

PAUL SINHA

Portsmouth born Suzi Ruffell began her career in
comedy at only 23 years old. She has established
herself as a great comic and has featured on many
popular British comedy shows such as Mock the
Week and The Last Leg, as well as doing a set
for Live at the Apollo. Suzi’s stand-up features
stories of her life experiences, describing herself
as “a bit of a confession comic”. Ruffell has no
problem opening up about being gay and uses
stories involving her identity in her performances.
Her overall honesty in her stand-up makes her
comedy increasingly captivating to the audience.
Ruffell believes that her sexual identity doesn’t
play that big of a role in her success as a comic,
but believes “what makes any comic interesting is
being authentic to themselves onstage”.

Labelling himself as “the world’s only gay AngloBengali GP turned stand up comedian”, Paul Sinha
is well known for his appearances in professional
quiz shows, such as University Challenge:
The Professionals, Are You an Egghead? and
Mastermind. In September 2019, he became the
British Quizzing Champion.

Suzi also works on her podcast, co-hosted with
Tom Allen, called Like Minded Friends. It is “a
podcast where two homo comedians talk about
life, love and culture”. As well as her podcast with
Tom, Suzi has recently started her own podcast,
Out With Suzi Ruffell, in which she interviews a
variety of LGBTQ+ guests about their lives.
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His most recent appearances include his place
on the 8th series of Taskmaster, where he came
across as the least-skilled but most funny. His
comedy is modest in itself, and Sinha seems like
the type of guy you could go for coffee with easily.
On Twitter, he is open about a lot of aspects of his
life. He was diagnosed with Parkinson’s last year,
and also married his partner a few months later. If
you’re looking for someone smart, modest, funny
and relaxed, Paul Sinha is where you can find this.
GEORGIE HOLMES
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TOM ALLEN
If you asked about Tom Allen many people would
give you a confused look and just plainly shrug
their shoulders at you. However, some people
would remember many of his appearances on
Channel 4 panel shows, not to mention him
presenting Bake Off: The Professionals. For
anybody unfamiliar with Allen (who seems to be
anybody I talk to about comedy), he frequently
makes references to his sexuality and his cockney
upbringing whilst adding extravagant twists to his
stories, which are usually drawn from everyday
life and his personal experiences.
Despite crazy, almost unbelievable anecdotes,
Allen’s style isn’t that of a typical comic that
really, rubs you up the wrong way (I’m looking at
you Jimmy Carr, oops). He strays from outdated
offensive jokes and unnecessary swearing and
shouting and instead uses his voice in subtle ways
to highlight the punchlines of jokes, meaning his
voice is one of the funniest things about his stand
up. If you find yourself bored at home in the next
few days, hop on to YouTube and watch a few of
his Apollo performances, you’ll love him.
OLIVIA DELLAR

SUE PERKINS
Perkins has been on several comedy based
television shows, including Mock the Week and
Room 101, as well as QI; but her television career
is perhaps most well known for her stint on

Bake Off, which she and Mel Giedroyc were the
comedic relief, interacting with the contestants
and reportedly ruining takes by swearing or
naming brands when camera crew would film
bakers in tears. More recently the pair starred in
comedy miniseries Hitmen, which has cemented
itself as one of my favourite comedy series of the
year so far.
And who doesn’t love Sue Perkins?
LOUISE CHASE

JOE LYCETT
Okay, in my opinion, comedians can either do
stand up or panel shows, and there are only very
few elite comedians who can do both. But nobody
can do what Joe Lycett, or otherwise known as
alter-ego Hugo Boss, can do. His unique style of
combining consumer scoundrels and comedy has
seen him crowned the king of complaint emails
and a fierce ally in fighting for consumer justice.
Lycett has become a recognised comedian
amongst the youth of comedy enthusiasts. His
biggest stunts, including becoming Hugo Boss,
feature in his Channel 4 show Joe Lycett’s
Got Your Back, alongside an assortment of
celebrity guests and slapstick sarcastic sketches.
Lycett also frequently makes references to his
pansexuality and bisexuality that have now
become part of his stand up routines.
OLIVIA DELLAR
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EDITORIAL

LISTINGS
LIVE MUSIC
1st July - Eric Benet @ ericafterdark.com
3rd July - Wireless Connect @ Facebook
3rd July - Zac Brown Band @ YouTube
4th July - PBS’ A Capitol Fourth @ pbs.org
7th July - WAXAHATCHEE @ noonchorus.com
12th July - WINNIPEG FOLK FESTIVAL AT HOME @ YouTube
30th July - 2nd August - LOLLAPALOOZA @ lollapalooza.com
29th to 30th August - IDLES @ idlesband.com

THEATRE
25th June to 2nd July - A Midsummer Niight’s Dream @ YouTube
2nd July - Les Blancs @ YouTube
3rd to 9th July - HAMILTON @ DISNEY+
9th to 16th July - The Deep Blue Sea @ YouTube
16th to 23rd July - Amadeus @ YouTube

COMEDY
30th June to 5th July - Inside Pride @ prideinside.uk
1st to 31st July - The NextUp Comedy Festival @ Zoom
3rd July - Marcel Lucont’s Cabaret Domestique @ jokepit.om
4th July - Locked Up Festival: In Conversation @ Zoom
11th July - Just the Tonic Comedy Club: Working From Home @ justthetonic.com
12th July - The Hilarity Charity Gala @ eventbrite.co.uk
12th July - Mama G’s Family Pride Party @ list.co.uk
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For all of this content and more, visit:

www.theedgesusu.co.uk

@theedgesusu
JOIN US! If you fancy writing or designing for our next

issue, give us a shout at editor@theedgesusu.co.uk

To view previous
print issues, visit:

issuu.com/theedgesusu
Add us on Snapchat!
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